Another

Is That You, Eleanor Sue?

by Christian Robinson

by Tricia Tusa

JP Robinson
A young girl and her cat take an
imaginative journey into
another world.

JP Tusa
A fun-loving little girl who plays
dress-up to fool her mother every
Saturday dons disguises and rings
the doorbell, hoping not to be
recognized, then her grandma turns
the tables.

High Five
by Adam Rubin
JP Rubin
Animals present hand slapping skills
to readers, just in time for the
annual high five contest.

Who Wet My Pants?
by Bob Shea
JP Shea
A very embarrassed bear is
reminded that accidents
can happen, but with the support of
good friends, life goes on.

Pre-Reader

Preschool

Play This Book
by Jessica Young
JP Young
An interactive picture book invites
little readers to explore the sounds
and tuneful magic of musical
instruments, prompting them to tap
and turn the book to emulate
playing instruments.

Spanish Books

Llama Destroys the World

How Are You?
¿Cómo Estás?

by Jonathan Stutzman

by Angela Dominguez

JP Stutzman
An uproariously cake-obsessed,
dancing llama gorges himself silly
until he rips his favorite pair of
dancing pants, inadvertently
opening a black hole that challenges
him to save the world, and perhaps
fall for a different sweet treat.

JP Dominguez
Two baby giraffes meet a baby
ostrich and must guess how their
potential new friend is feeling.

Stories for the curious preschooler
#abc123

Nonfiction
The Frog Book
by Steve Jenkins
J597.89 Jen
An introduction to an assortment of
the world's frog species discusses
their colors, shapes, and sizes; many
different habitats; their lifecycle; and
how they find food, escape danger,
and attract a mate.
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Picture Books
Firefly Home
by Jane Clarke
JP Clarke
A little lost firefly who does not
know which of the lights in the sky is
the right one to follow home is
offered assistance by the reader.

Neck & Neck
by Elise Parsley
JP Parsley
Leopold the giraffe is indignant
when a giraffe-shaped balloon
seems to challenge his status as the
most important, beloved and snackdeserving creature at the zoo.

One Shoe Two Shoes
by Caryl Hart
JP Hart
Shoes, shoes, and more shoes. This
book is bursting with shoes of all
different colors, sizes, and shapes.
There's a pair here to suit everyone,
even a family of mice!

Big Boys Cry
by Jonty Howley
JP Howley
As they walk to his new school, a
frightened Levi and his father learn
that it is okay for big boys to cry.

Can I Keep It?

Vroom!

by Lisa Jobe

by Barbara McClintock

JP Jobe
Venturing into his backyard on a
mission to find the perfect pet, a
young boy asks to keep the animals
he finds until his mom explains that
wild animals belong in nature.

JP McClintock
Follows a young girl's imaginary
journey as she zooms in a race car
past fields and forests to faraway
lands before returning home to her
own safe bed.

The Good Egg

I Just Ate My Friend

by Jory John

by Heidi McKinnon

JP John
When the other eggs in his carton
behave badly, the good egg feels like
he needs to be perfect.

JP McKinnon
A lonely, wide-eyed little creature
embarks on a search for a new
friend, revealing in a comic twist
that he is all alone because he ate
his last friend.

Grumpy Monkey
by Suzanne Lang
JP Lang
Jim Panzee wakes up in a bad mood
one beautiful day, but he keeps
denying he is grumpy even as his
friends give advice for feeling better.

A Big Mooncake For
Little Star
by Grace Lin
JP Lin
Traces a lighthearted origin story
about the phases of the moon and a
little girl who can't resist taking a
nibble of the delicious Mooncake.

100 Bugs!: A Counting
Book
by Kate Narita
JP Narita
A boy and girl find and count 100
different bugs in their backyard in
increments of ten.

Thank You, Omu!
by Oge Mora
JP Mora
When the aroma of Omu's
homemade stew fills the air, her
neighbors arrive, one by one, for a
taste until all is gone except for her
generous spirit.

